June 2022 New DVDs
The Batman
Two years of stalking the streets as the Batman, striking fear into the hearts of criminals, has led
Bruce Wayne deep into the shadows of Gotham City. With only a few trusted allies, Alfred
Pennyworth, Lt. James Gordon, amongst the city's corrupt network of officials and high-profile
figures, the lone vigilante has established himself as the sole embodiment of vengeance
amongst his fellow citizens. When a killer targets Gotham's elite with a series of sadistic
machinations, a trail of cryptic clues sends the World's Greatest Detective on an investigation
into the underworld, where he encounters such characters as Selina Kyle/aka Catwoman,
Oswald Cobblepot/aka the Penguin, Carmine Falcone, and Edward Nashton/aka the Riddler. As the evidence
begins to lead closer to home and the scale of the perpetrator's plans becomes clear, Batman must forge new
relationships, unmask the culprit, and bring justice to the abuse of power and corruption that has long plagued
Gotham City.
Licorice Pizza
The story of Alana Kane and Gary Valentine growing up, running around, and falling in love in
the San Fernando Valley, 1973.

The Contractor
Involuntarily discharged from the Army, a Special Forces sergeant lands a contract with a private
underground military force. When his very first assignment goes awry, the elite soldier finds
himself hunted and on the run, caught in a dangerous conspiracy and fighting to stay alive long
enough to get home and uncover the true motives of those who betrayed him.

Father Stu
When an injury ends his amateur boxing career, Stuart Long moves to Los Angeles to find
money and fame. While scraping by as a supermarket clerk, he meets Carmen, a Sunday school
teacher who seems immune to his bad-boy charm. Determined to win her over, the longtime
agnostic starts going to church to impress her. However, a motorcycle accident leaves him
wondering if he can use his second chance to help others, leading to the surprising realization
that he's meant to be a Catholic priest.

Morbius
One of the most compelling and conflicted characters--the enigmatic antihero Michael Morbius-comes to the big screen! Dangerously ill with a rare blood disorder and determined to save
others suffering his same fate, Dr. Morbius attempts a desperate gamble. While at first it seems
to be a radical success, a darkness inside him is unleashed. Will good override evil -- or will
Morbius succumb to his mysterious new urges?

The Wedding Veil Unveiled
Emma travels to Italy to teach and research a wedding veil said to bring its owner love. While
there, she meets Paolo, the son of a local lace-making family.

